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Bulletin Final  (3 August 2014) 

It's Over!  

Farewell Message from the Organising Committee Chairman 

 

The Inter-city is coming to a close. I wish to take this opportunity to thank you all for 

coming and supporting this event. I hope you all have enjoyed it. For those who have 

missed out on some of the tournaments, I wish to apologise for the inconvenience that 

we have caused. For those who have taken part, I must apologise for the tightness of 

the venue. The turn out this year caught us by surprise and unfortunately I was a bit ill 

prepared for it. 

 

For our visitors, I wish you a safe journey home. Hope to see you all some place, some 

where at the bridge table. 

 

Anthony Ching 

The winner of 2014 Inter-city Open Team — Geely Automobile 
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That's it for another year – it seems like only yesterday when I arrived 

for a far-too short stay in Hong Kong. Let's hope that we all meet up 

again next year at this excellent tournament. 

 

On behalf of all the players, may I take this opportunity to thank all 

those involved in the organisation of the tournament, not just the  

tournament directors, but the office staff and all those who have 

worked behind the scenes to make for such a successful week. And, 

never forget, the organisation of an event of this size starts long  

before the tournament itself.  

 

Let's also thank the hotel staff for their help in making our stay here at the Regal Hotel so 

pleasant and, finally, may I thank you, the players, for playing in such a friendly and ethical  

manner. I love coming to tournaments in the APBF region because the atmosphere is so much 

more relaxed and friendly than anything that can be found in Europe or North America. 

 

Until next year, farewell and have a safe journey home. 

 

Brian Senior 

亲眼见证了十多年的香港城市赛，结实了很多桥牌朋友，感受到朋

友们真挚的友情。 

 

衷心的祝福朋友们健康快乐！祝愿香港明天更加美好！ 

 

We Are The Family. 

宋召 

Messages from the Editiors 
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Open Teams Final – Geely Automobile v Ping An. 

The final of the Hong Kong Inter-City Open Teams 

Championship featured Ping An (Shenzhen) and Geely 

Automobile (Changqing/Hong Kong/Shanghai), both of 

whom had come through their semi-final matches in 

some comfort. The final would be played over 3 x 16-

board sets. 

 

Set One 

 

With two Wangs playing against each in this set, they 

will be referred to in the text as Rui (Geely Auto) and 

Hanlan (Ping An). The match started very badly for 

the two East/West pairs. 

 

Board 1. Dealer North. None Vul. 

   [ – 

   ] A Q 9 5 4 2 

   { A 8 6 3 

   } J 10 8 

 [ J 2          [ A Q 10 9 8 4 

 ] J 10 6   ] K 8 7 

 { 7 2          { J 10 5 

 } K 9 6 5 4 2  } Q 

   [ K 7 6 5 3 

   ] 3 

   { K Q 9 4 

   } A 7 3 

 

 West North  East South 
 Shi         Gui          Li         Dai 

 –         1]         1[         Pass 

 Pass         2]         2[         Dble 

 3}         Dble All Pass 

 

 West North  East South 

 Rui W Lin         Gang Hanlan W 

 –         4]         4[         Dble 

 All Pass 

 

One can have sympathy with Xinli Gang. Yafu Lin 

found a very good time to open 4] on an off-centre 

hand and Gang could hardly not overcall. Hanlan 

Wang was delighted to double, ending the auction. He 

led his heart to the ace and Gang, knowing that ruffes 

were coming, threw the king in hope of getting a  

misdefence. Lin switched to the eight of clubs to 

Hanlan's ace and back came a low club to the nine, ten 

and ruff. Gang led the jack of diamonds from hand, 

Hanlan winning the queen to return a low trump to 

dummy's jack. Gang threw a diamond on the king of 

clubs and his last diamond on a low club, ruffed by  

Hanlan, who returned a trump. Gang won that and 

led a heart to the ten and queen and Lin played the 

ace of diamonds. Gang had clearly lost track of what 

was happening because he discarded his last heart on 

this trick and still had the king of spades to come. 

Had he ruffed and led a heart to dummy's jack, he 

would have made one more trick. As it was, the  

contract was four down for –800. 

 

I find difficulty in feeling any sympathy for Shi, in the 

other room. Holding jack-doubleton spade, why on 

earth did he feel the need to run to 3} when Dai 

doubled Li's twice bid suit? Gui doubled 3} and led 

the six of diamonds to Dai's nine. Dai switched to his 

heart so Gui won the ace and gave him a ruff, won 

the diamond return and gave a second ruff. Dai 

played the king of diamonds now, ruffed by Shi, who 

led a club to the queen and ace. There was still a lose 

rin each black suit to come so this contract too was 

down four for –800 – just another dull push board! 

 

We didn't have to wait long for the first major swing 

of the match. 

 

Board 3. Dealer South. E/W Vul. 

   [ 8 5 4 

   ] A 5 3 

   { 5 4 2 

   } 9 6 5 4 

 [ Q J 6   [ 10 9 2 

 ] K Q 9 6   ] J 10 8 4 

 { A K J 6   { Q 8 3 

 } J 8          } Q 10 2 

   [ A K 7 3 

   ] 7 2 

   { 10 9 7 

   } A K 7 3 

 

 West North  East South 

 Shi         Gui          Li         Dai 

 –         –          –        1} 

 1NT         All Pass 

 

 West North  East South 

 Rui W  Lin          Gang Hanlan W 

 –         –          –        1NT 

 Dble         Pass          Pass Rdbl 

 All Pass 

 

Dai opened 1} and Shi overcalled 1NT rather than 

double, as would many players. Gui led the nine of  
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clubs to his partner's king and Dai switched to a low 

spade, Shi playing the queen. He played the king of 

hearts, which Gui won to return a club. Dai won that 

and cashed the king of spades to clarify the situation for 

his partner before clearing the clubs. That gave Shi nine 

tricks for +150. 

 

At the other table, Hanlan opened 1NT and was  

doubled. When that came back around to him he  

redoubled. What that was supposed to suggest to his 

partner is unclear, but Lin passed and Gang too was 

willing to try his luck so passed. Rui cashed the ace of 

diamonds, getting an encouraging three from partner, 

but switched to the king of hearts, ducked, before  

reverting to diamonds, leading low to Gang's queen. 

Gang cleared the hearts and all Hanlan could do was to 

cash his five winners; down two for –600 and 10 IMPs 

to Geely Auto. 

 

The lead changed hands on the very next deal. 

 

Board 4. Dealer West. All Vul. 

   [ 7 

   ] 9 6 

   { 10 8 7 4 3 

   } 10 9 5 4 3 

 [ K Q J 10 9 3  [ A 

 ] 7 4 3 2   ] A Q 10 

 { K J 2          { A Q 9 6 

 } –         } A Q J 8 2 

   [ 8 6 5 4 2 

   ] K J 8 5 

   { 5 

   } K 7 6 

 

 West North  East South 

 Shi         Gui          Li         Dai 

 1[         Pass          2}         Pass 

 2[         Pass          2NT Pass 

 3]         Pass          6NT All Pass 

 

 West North  East South 

 Rui W  Lin          Gang Hanlan W 

 1[         Pass          2}        Pass 

 2[         Pass     2NT Pass 

 4[         Pass   4NT Pass 

 5]         Pass         5{        Pass 

 6{         Pass         6]        Pass 

 6[         Pass   7NT      All Pass 

 

Shi/Li had a two-over-one auction in which Shi bid 

and rebid spades then introduced the wek four-card 

heart suit as a way of describing his distribution, 

with no intention ever to play a heart contract. 

That was all Li wanted to hear and he simply 

jumped to 6NT, which looks a little premature, 

even facing a limited Precision-style opening. Li won 

the spade lead and crossed to the king of diamonds, 

taking the heart finesse for the overtrick. When 

that lost, he claimed twelve tricks for +1440. 

 

Rui/Gang also had a two-over-one auction, but Rui's 

third bid was a jump to 4[, stressing the quality of 

the spades. Gang asked for key cards then for the 

queen of trumps, Rui showing one key card, the 

spade queen and diamond king. Gang bid 6] as a 

grand slam try then change dhis mind and jumped to 

7NT over Rui's sign-off. There were twelve tricks 

and no more, with whichever finesse declarer chose 

to take for the thirteenth doomed to failure; down 

one and –100 for 17 IMPs to Ping An. 

 

Seven Spades would have been makeable, if declarer 

judges to take the ruffing club finesse rather than 

either simple finesse, but the five-one trump split 

means that he cannot afford the alternative line of 

trying to ruff out the club king. 

 

Geely Auto pulled back 6 IMPs on the next board 

when Gui/Dai played 4[ doubled down one for –

200 against 4] just making for +420 in the other 

room. Board 6 was a flat game, then we were back 

to the action. 

 

Board 7. Dealer South. All Vul. 

   [ – 

   ] 6 5 4 2 

   { Q 5 3 

   } 9 8 7 6 4 3 

 [ Q J 3   [ K 9 8 6 4 2 

 ] K J 9 8   ] 7 

 { K 10 8 7 6  { A 9 4 

 } J          } A Q 2 

   [ A 10 7 5 

   ] A Q 10 3 

   { J 2 

   } K 10 5 
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 West North  East South 

 Shi         Gui          Li         Dai 

 –         –          –         1} 

 Pass         3}         3[         Pass 

 4[         5}         Dble All Pass 

 

 West North  East South 

 Rui W Lin         Gang Hanlan W 

 –         –         –        1NT 

 Pass         2{         2[        3] 

 Dble         Pass         4[        Pass 

 Pass         5}         Dble 5] 

 Dble  All Pass 

 

There was some over-imaginative bidding on this deal. 

First Gui, who made a pre-emptive raise to 3} then 

bid again facing a partner who had still not promised a 

genuine club suit. Gui was correct in one sense, in 

that the opposing 4[ contract was making. However, 

justice was done when the penalty far-outweighed the 

score for 4[ just making. Shi found the best lead of 

the jack of clubs against 5} doubled, and Li ducked to 

Dai's king. Dai returned the ten of clubs, in the 

unlikely hope that the suit might be splitting two-two. 

Li won and cashed the third trump then switched to 

his heart for the ten and jack. Shi returned the queen 

of spades, which Dai ruffed to lead a second heart up. 

When Li showed out, he ducked to Shi's eight and 

back came the jack of spades. Dai won the ace,  

pitching a heart from the dummy, and tried the jack of 

diamonds from hand. Shi won that and there were 

two more diamonds to come for down five and  

–1400. 

 

Hanlan opened 1NT and Lin transferred to hearts, and 

interesting shot but one which was to come back and 

bite him rather severely as the auction progressed. 

Hanlan was happy to compete in hearts after Gang's 

spade overcall and Rui doubled to show values and 

spade tolerance. When Gang jumped to 4[, Lin could 

not resist introducing his actual suit. We have seen 

what happens to 5}, but Hanlan, of course, converted 

to 5[, which was doubled, of course, by Rui, who led 

the queen of spades. I doubt that Hanlan was very  

impressed by the sight of dummy. He ruffed the spade 

lead to play a club up, Gang winning the ace to push a 

heart through, the queen losing to the king. Hanlan 

ruffed the spade return and led a club to his ten, 

ruffed. Rui could not play a trump without giving up a 

trick in the suit so exited with the three of spades and 

dummy got a third ruff. There were two diamonds 

and heart to be lost and North/South could not have   

 

imagined that their result of down four for –1100 

would be worth 7 IMPs to their cause. 

 

Another 7 IMPs went the way of Ping An on Board 8, 

when Hanlan/Lin bid to a thin game that was not 

reached at the other table, scoring +460 against 

+170.  

 

Board 9. Dealer North. E/W Vul. 

   [ A K J 7 3 2 

   ] J 

   { K 3 

   } 9 8 4 2 

 [ Q 8 5   [ 4 

 ] A 5 3   ] K Q 10 8 4 

 { A 10 8 5   { J 9 7 6 4 

 } J 10 6   } A Q 

   [ 10 9 6 

   ] 9 7 6 2 

   { Q 2 

   } K 7 6 3 

 

 West North  East South 

 Shi        Gui          Li         Dai 

 –        1[         2[         Pass 

 4]        All Pass 

 

 West North  East South 

 Rui W Lin         Gang Hanlan W 

 –        4[         All Pass 

 

For the second time in the set, Lin tried a four-level 

opening. This one bought the contract, but there was 

no hope of making ten tricks. Gang led the king of 

hearts and continued with a low heart, ruffed. Lin 

cashed the ace of spades then switched to the king of 

diamonds, which was ducked. He led a second  

diamond to the queen and ace and back came a 

heart, which he ruffed. Now he cashed the king of 

spades before playing a club up. The king of clubs 

was the seventh trick but there was no time to set 

up a second club winner; down three for –150. 

 

Still, that looked as though it might be a good result 

for N/S as E/W appeared to have good chances in 

4], which was duly reached in the other room after 

a 1[ opening and Michaels Cuebid. Gui cashed the 

ace of spades and switched to a club. Shi called for 

the queen but that lost and a spade came back,  

forcing dummy to ruff. Shi played the king then 

queen of hearts and, on seeing the four-one split, 

switched his  
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attention to diamonds, leading the jack to the queen 

and ace then playing a second diamond. But Gui could 

win that and force dummy again with a spade and that 

created a trump trick for Dai; down one for –100 and 6 

IMPs to Geely Auto. 

 

Four Hearts could have been made. Declarer must not 

take the club finesse at trick two. If he sees the danger 

of a four-one trump split he can guard against the force 

by rising with the ace and playing on diamonds, coming 

to five hearts, four diamonds and one club. But, of 

course, if the hearts are four-one, South's holding will 

usually include the jack, and now there is a heart loser, 

meaning that declarer cannot afford to lose a club trick. 

 

Board 12. Dealer West. N/S Vul. 

   [ 6 5 4 

   ] J 9 6 4 3 

   { 9 8 5 4 

   } 6 

 [ A 9                 [ K Q J 10 8 

 ] 7                 ] A Q 10 

 { Q J 10 6 3   { A K 2 

 } K 10 9 7 4   } 8 2 

   [ 7 3 2 

   ] K 8 5 2 

   { 7 

   } A Q J 6 3 

 

 West North  East South 

 Shi         Gui          Li         Dai 

 Pass         Pass         1[         Pass 

 1NT     Pass         2NT Pass 

 3[         Pass         4[        All Pass 

 

 West North  East South 

 Rui W Lin         Gang Hanlan W 

 1{         Pass         1[         Dble 

 Pass         2]         Dble Pass 

 3}         Pass         3NT Pass 

 Pass         4]         Dble All Pass 

 

Shi passed a sdealer and the Ping An East/West pair 

now had an uncontested auction to the excellent spade 

game. After a trump lead, Li won and drew trumps 

then played for the club ace to be onside and had 

twelve tricks for +480. He might have made twelve 

tricks irrespective of the club position had he won the 

trump lead in hand and taken a heart ruff, come back to 

hand with a diamond and drawn trumps.  

Rui opened the borderline West hand and now it 

became convenient for Hanlan to double to show 

the two unbid suits. Gang showed extra values with 

his double of 2], then bid the no trump game at his 

next turn. Imagining that 3NT would be cold for his 

opponents, Lin now chose to save in 4] due to his 

holding a five-card suit facing a hand that had  

promised hearts. Gang wasted no time in doubling 

4], ending the auction. He led the king of spades, 

which Rui overtook, returning the nien. Gang 

cashed the third spade then played the queen of 

hearts, drawing a round of trumps while retaining 

two heart winners. Lin won the king and played a 

diamond, which Rui won with the queen. The  

diamond return was ruffed and the ace of clubs 

cashed. Next came the queen of clubs to the king 

and ruff, a diamond ruff and the jack of clubs. Gang 

could ruff and cash the ace of hearts, but declarer 

had the rest for down three and –800; 8 IMPs to 

Geely Auto. 

 

Board 15. Dealer South. N/S Vul. 

   [ J 10 8 6 

   ] 5 

   { A 6 5 3 

   } 9 7 6 2 

 [ Q 9 5 3   [ K 7 4 

 ] A Q 10 2   ] K 9 8 7 6 

 { Q J 4 2   { – 

 } 10         } A K J 8 5 

   [ A 2 

   ] J 4 3 

   { K 10 9 8 7 

   } Q 4 3 

 

 West North  East South 

 Shi         Gui          Li         Dai 

 –         –          –         Pass 

 Pass         Pass         1]         Pass 

 4]          All Pass 

 

 West North  East South 

 Rui W Lin         Gang Hanlan W 

        –        –          –        Pass 

        1{        Pass         1]        Pass 

        2]        Pass         2NT      Pass 

        3}        Pass         6]       All Pass 
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Shi passed the West hand then raised the 1] opening 

to game. Dai led ace and another spade so Li drew 

trumps and passed the ten of clubs to South's queen; 

eleven tricks and +450. 

 

Rui opened the West hand with 1{, made a simple 

heart raise, then showed the club shortage in  

response to the 2NT inquiry. That was all Gang 

wanted to hear and he jumped to the small slam, 

against which Hanlan led a trump. I am sure I would 

have gone down in this contract, so Gang did  

fantastically well to bring it home. He won the trump 

lead and cashed a second round, discovering the three

-one break. Next he led dummy's ten of clubs and, I 

would have thought, the best chance for success 

would be to run it, but no, he rose with the ace and 

played king and another, bringing down the queen. 

That still left the spades to bring in for one loser. 

With the diamond distribution unknown, the only clue 

was that South held six cards between clubs and 

hearts, so North held five cards. That made it   

marginally more likely that South had the spade  

shortage, so Gang overtook the queen of hearts, 

drawing the outstanding trump in the process, cashed 

his club winners and led a spade to the queen then 

ducked a spade on the way back. The fall of the 

doubleton ace meant that he had twelve tricks for 

+980 and 11 IMPs to Geely Auto. 

 

Just a san aside, had South held [J-10 and North  

[A-x-x-x, North would have had to duck the queen 

of spades in tempo. If he wins the ace declarer has no 

choice but to lay down the king and drop the  

remaining honour in the South hand. If North ducks, 

declarer will probably lead a spade back and duck it, 

playing on restricted choice lines and hoping for  

ace-honour doubleton with South. 

 

At the end of a lively set, Geely Automobile held a 

useful lead of 53-31 IMPs. 

 

Set Two 

 

Ping An trailed Geely Automobile by 31-53 IMPs at 

the end of the first session. The deficit was not yet 

serious, but it was important that they did not go  

further behind in session two. Geely Auto picked up 

an IMP on Board 17, then came this lively deal: 

Board 18. Dealer East. N/S Vul. 

   [ Q 7 

   ] Q 10 7 6 5 4 3 

   { A 9 4 

   } 2 

 [ K 8 5   [ A 10 3 

 ] K          ] 2 

 { 10 8 3   { Q 6 5 

 } Q 10 9 7 5 3  } A K J 8 6 4 

   [ J 9 6 4 2 

   ] A J 9 8 

   { K J 7 2 

   } – 

 

       West North   East South 

 Rui         Lin          Gang Hanlan 

 –         –           2} Pass 

 3}         3]           3[        4} 

 5}         5]           Pass 6] 

       All Pass 

 

 West North  East South 

 Li         Gui          Shi         Yang 

 –         –          2}         Dble 

 5}         5]          6}         Pass 

 Pass         Dble  All Pass 

 

Both Easts opened with a Precision-style 2} but one 

South scraped up a take-out double while the other 

did not. 

 

Where Yang doubled, Li raised pre-emptively to 5} 

and Shi went on to 6} over Gui's free 5] bid. Yang 

passed 6} round to Gui, who doubled. Yang cashed 

the ace of hearts, collecting a suit-preference three 

from Gui. Three rounds of diamonds followed, then 

Yang exited with a spade for the queen and ace. 

There was still a spade to come so the contract was 

four down for –800. 

 

Where Hanlan passed over 2}, Rui made an 

invitational club raise and Lin overcalled. Hanlan  

cuebid 4} then raised to slam when his partner bid 

5] freely in front of him. A lot of IMPs hung on 

Gang's choice of opening lead. Had he cashed the ace 

of spades, Rui would have encouraged and a second 

spade would have led to down one, –100 and  

14 IMPs to Geely Auto. But Gang did not know of 

his partner's exceptional club length and tried a top 

club. Lin ruffed, cashed the ace of hearts, and found 

that the diamonds were as kind as kind could be; 

+1430 and 12 IMPs to Ping An. 
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Board 21. Dealer North. N/S Vul. 

   [ Q 8 4 2 

   ] 6 4 

   { A J 6 

   } Q 9 8 6 

 [ J 10 9   [ 7 6 5 3 

 ] Q J 5   ] 9 3 2 

 { Q 10 9 7 4  { K 8 3 2 

 } A 3          } 6 4 

   [ A K 

   ] A K 10 8 7 

   { 5 

   } K J 10 7 2 

 

 West North  East South 

 Rui         Lin         Gang Hanlan 

 –         Pass     Pass        1} 

 Pass         1NT  Pass        2} 

 Pass     2]         Pass        2NT 

 Pass         3}         Pass       6} 

 All Pass 

 

 West North  East South 

 Li         Gui         Shi        Yang 

 –         Pass   Pass        1] 

 Pass         1[         Pass        3} 

 Pass         3NT All Pass 

 

 

I'd like to tell you what the Hanlan/Lin auction meant 

but I would be guessing. One Club was strong and 

1NT showed a balanced positive. After that, I'm not 

so sure. What I do know is that they comprehensively 

outbid the natural auction from the other table, 

where Gui's decision not to raise clubs because half 

his points were in the fourth suit worked out terribly. 

 

Six Clubs was an easy make, with just the trump ace 

to be lost; +1370. Three No Trump was just as easy 

to defeat, once Shi had led a low diamond. Li could 

win the ace of clubs and push the diamond ten 

through and that was a quick one down for -100 and 

16 IMPs to Ping An, who had the lead at 59-53. 

 

That lead didn't last for long. 

 

Board 23. Dealer South. All Vul. 

   [ A K 10 9 5 4 2 

   ] K J 6 5 

   { – 

   } 8 4 

 [ Q J 6 3   [ – 

 ] Q 9 7 3   ] A 10 8 

 { Q 10 7 5   { A J 8 4 

 } J          } A K 10 9 6 3 

   [ 8 7 

   ] 4 2 

   { K 9 6 3 2 

   } Q 7 5 2 

 

       West North  East South 

 Rui         Lin          Gang Hanlan 

 –         –          –        Pass 

 Pass        4[          Dble All Pass 

 

 West North  East South 

 Li         Gui          Shi         Yang 

 –         –          –         Pass 

 Pass         4[          6}  Dble 

 All Pass 

 

Both Norths made the normal opening bid of 4[ in 

third seat. Gang took the normal action of doubling 

and Rui the equally normal action of leaving it in to 

see how much money would come their way. Gang 

cashed the top clubs, Rui pitching a heart, then tried 

the ace of diamonds, ruffed. Lin played the king of 

hearts to the ace and could not be prevented from 

ruffing a heart in the dummy. That also meant that he 

could lead a round of trumps through Rui's holding 

and there was just one trump loser; down two for  

–500. 

 

You can all choose your favourite adjective to  

describe Shi's 6} overcall at the other table. For 

now, let's settle for wild. Yang doubled and that was 

that. He led a spade to the queen and king, ruffed. 

Shi played ace, king and nine of clubs. Yang won the 

queen and led his remaining spade to the three, four 

and ruff. Shi drew trumps and played ace then a low 

diamond, Yang taking the king and returning the four 

of hearts to the queen, king and ace. Gui had to 

come to a spade and a heart now for down three 

and –800; 16 IMPs to Geely Auto, who had regained 

the lead at 70-59. 
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Board 25. Dealer North. E/W Vul. 

   [ Q 8 7 5 4 3 2 

   ] A 2 

   { A 

   } J 9 6 

 [ –          [ K 9 

 ] 8 7 4 3   ] K Q J 6 

 { K Q 10 9 8 3  { J 7 4 

 } 10 4 3   } A K 5 2 

   [ A J 10 6 

   ] 10 9 6 

   { 6 5 2 

   } Q 8 7 

 

 West North  East South 

 Rui         Lin         Gang Hanlan 

 –         4[         Dble Pass 

 5{         Dble  Pass         5[ 

 Pass         Pass         Dble All Pass 

 

 West North  East South 

 Li         Gui          Shi         Yang 

 –         1[          1NT 2[ 

 2NT         4[          All Pass 

 

Gui opened at the one level and Shi overcalled 1NT. 

When Yang made a simple spade raise, Li used  

Lebensohl, intending to compete in diamonds, and Gui 

jumped to the spade game. There were two clubs and 

a heart to be lost after Shi's lead of the king of hearts, 

but the bidding had taken all of the guesswork out of 

the play and Gui took the trump finesse and soon had 

ten tricks for +420. 

 

Lin opened at the four level – a bit scary maybe with 

such a poor suit, but 4[ is certainly the bid to put 

your opponents under pressure. Gang doubled for 

take-out and Rui responded 5{. Now Lin doubled to 

show a decent hand with good defence for a 4[  

opening but, with such good spade support, Hanlan 

can hardly be blamed for removing to 5[. As it  

happens, 5{ is one down, but so was 5[ doubled. 

Gang cashed the king of clubs then switched to the 

heart king. Lin won and took the spade finesse but 

there was no way to avoid two more losers; down 

one for –100 and 11 IMPs to Geely Auto, up now by 

81-59. 

 

Ping An moved closer with medium-sized swings on 

Boards 26 and 27; 68-81. Then it was time for  

somebody to go for another penalty. 

 

 

 

Board 29. Dealer North. All Vul. 

   [ – 

   ] A Q 10 2 

   { A Q 6 5 

   } 9 8 7 6 2 

 [ J 8 7 5 2   [ K Q 10 4 

 ] K 9          ] 7 5 3 

 { K          { J 10 8 4 2 

 } K Q J 5 3   } 4 

   [ A 9 6 3 

   ] J 8 6 4 

   { 9 7 3 

   } A 10 

 

 West North  East South 

 Rui         Lin         Gang Hanlan 

 –         1]         Pass  3{ 

 Pass         4]         All Pass 

 

 West North  East South 

 Li         Gui         Shi         Yang 

 –         1{         Pass         1] 

 1[         4]         4[         Dble 

 All Pass 

 

Lin could open in a four-card major and that got a 

Bergen raise from Hanlan. Though he had nothing to 

spare for his opening, Lin hoped that the spade void 

would be good news, so went on to game. Gang led 

his singleton club. Lin rose with dummy's ace and 

returned the club ten. Rui won that and tried the 

king of diamonds. Lin won the ace, ruffed a club and 

led a diamond up, Rui ruffing. That did Lin no harm, 

of course. When Rui returned the low spade, he had 

the rest for +650. 

 

At the other table, Gui had to open 1{ and Yang  

responded 1]. I don't understand why Li would want 

to overcall in the weak spade suit rather than show 

both his suits but maybe there is some systemic  

consideration of which I am unaware. Anyway, Gui 

raised very aggressively to 4] and that bullied Shi 

into bidding 4[, doubled by Yang. Gui led a club to 

Yang's ace and Yang switched to a heart for the king 

and ace. Gui played queen and a third heart, ruffed, 

and Li led a spade to the ten and ace. After a  

diamond to the king and ace, Gui returned a club, 

won in hand with the jack. What Li needed to do 

now was to ruff his low club with the king then play 

the spade queen and the four to his eight, making the 

rest. But instead he played the club king, discarding a 

diamond from dummy, and that gave Yang a ruff for 

the third undertrick and, instead of 4 IMPs to Ping 

An, –800 meant 4 IMPs to Geely Auto; up by 85-68. 
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Board 30. Dealer East. None Vul. 

   [ 3 2 

   ] Q 9 7 

   { K J 9 4 

   } J 8 5 3 

 [ 6           [ A Q 8 5 4 

 ] K 5                 ] 10 4 2 

 { 8 5 3 2    { Q 10 7 

 } A 10 9 7 4 2  } K 6 

   [ K J 10 9 7 

   ] A J 8 6 3 

   { A 6 

   } Q 

 

       West North  East South 

 Rui         Lin         Gang Hanlan 

 –         –         Pass        1[ 

 All Pass 

 

 West North  East South 

 Li         Gui         Shi        Yang 

 –         –         1[        2] 

 Pass         3]         Pass       4] 

 All Pass 

 

Gang did not open the East hand so it was Hanlan, 

South, who opened 1[. Playing strong club, Lin saw 

no reason to respond, and Gang had even less reason 

to balance. Rui led the six of diamonds to the jack, 

queen and ace. Hanlan led the nine of spades round to 

Gang's queen, and back came king and another club, 

Hanlan pitching a heart. Rui won the ace of clubs and 

went back to diamonds, Hanlan winning the king and 

leading a heart to the jack and king. Rui returned a 

diamond to the ten and ruffed, creating an extra 

trump trick for gang. However, Hanlan had two more 

trump winners and Gang's heart length meant that he 

could cash two tricks there also; just made for +80. 

 

Shi did open the East hand and Yang overcalled. When 

Gui made a weak raise to 3], Yang went on to game. 

Li led the singleton spade against 4]. Shi won the ace 

and switched to the king of clubs and another club. 

Yang ruffed and led a low heart towards dummy's 

queen. Li went in with the king and returned his  

remaining trump but now Yang could win in dummy, 

lead a low spade to the jack and ruff a spade. A  

diamond to the ace was followed by two rounds of 

trumps and Shi was squeezed. Yang had no problem in 

reading the ending given Shi's opening bid, so made 

ten tricks for +420 and 8 IMPs to Geely Auto. 

Board 31. Dealer South. N/S Vul. 

   [ – 

   ] A K J 9 7 4 2 

   { K 8 4 

   } Q 9 5 

 [ K 10 8 4 2  [ J 7 5 3 

 ] Q 3          ] 6 5 

 { Q 7 6   { A J 9 5 3 2 

 } K J 10   } 7 

   [ A Q 9 6 

   ] 10 8 

   { 10 

   } A 8 6 4 3 2 

 

 West North  East South 

 Rui         Lin         Gang Hanlan 

 –         –          –        Pass 

 1[        4]         4[        Dble 

 All Pass 

 

 West North  East South 

 Li         Gui          Shi         Yang 

 –         –          –        1} 

 1[         2]         4[        Dble 

 Pass         5]         All Pass 

 

Hanlan passed as South so Rui got to open 1[ and 

Lin overcalled 4]. Gang had to bid 4[ now and 

Hanlan doubled, ending the auction. Lin cashed two 

top hearts then switched to the five of clubs to his 

partner's ace. Hanlan returned the suit to the jack, 

queen and ruff, and Rui played the jack of spades to 

the queen and king. A diamond to the jack was  

followed by the five of spades to the six and eight, 

and declarer had no way back to dummy to pick up 

the nine of spades. Rui played the queen of diamonds 

so Hanlan could ruff and cash the spade ace for 

down two and –300. 

 

Yang opened the South hand and Li overcalled. 

When Gui bid his hearts and Shi jumped to 4[, Yang 

doubled for penalty, but this was taken as extra  

values and Gui went on to 5], where he played. Shi 

led the seven of clubs, ducked to the king, and Li  

returned the club jack for a ruff. Shi cashed the ace 

of diamonds but that was all for the defence; down 

one for –100 and 9 IMPs to Ping An. 
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Board 32. Dealer West. E/W Vul. 

   [ Q 9 7 5 3 2 

   ] A 4 

   { J 6 4 2 

   } 3 

 [ A 10 4   [ K 8 

 ] J 9 7 3 2   ] Q 8 6 

 { Q 3           { A 8 7 5 

 } K Q 5   } A 7 6 2 

   [ J 6 

   ] K 10 5 

   { K 10 9 

   } j 10 9 8 4 

 

       West North  East South 

 Rui         Lin         Gang Hanlan 

 1]         2[         3[         Pass 

 4]         All Pass 

 

 West North  East South 

  Li         Gui          Shi         Yang 

 1]         2[          Dble  Pass 

 2NT         Pass          3NT All Pass 

 

Rui opened 1] and, after the weak jump overcall from 

North, Gang committed to hearts with a  

support-showing cuebid. Lin led the singleton club to 

the ten and king and rose with the ace when Rui played 

a low heart at trick two. A low spade went to the jack 

and ace and Rui led a heart to the queen and king, won 

the club return in hand and played a spade to the king.  

A heart to the jack was next, Hanlan discarding a 

club, and, after cashing one more heart, Rui played a 

club to the ace and another club to endplay Hanlan 

to lead away from the king of diamonds to give the 

contract; +620. It would have done no good for 

Hanlan to throw a diamond instead of a club. Rui 

would then have cashed the last trump, squeezing 

him again, and then played ace and another club. In 

the other room, Shi judged not to commit to 

hearts, preferring to make a negative double and, 

when Li showed an independent spade stopper in a 

balanced hand, raised to the no trump game.  

Knowing that spades were well held by his  

opponents, Gui tried the effect of a low diamond 

lead, ducked to the king. Yang returned the ten of  

diamonds to Li's queen and Li led a heart, running 

the nine to Yang's ten. That looks an odd play – 

why play North for the heart length when he has 

already shown up with six spades and at least three 

diamonds? Yang cleared the diamonds now so when 

Gui got in with the ace of hearts he had the  

diamond jack to cash, and there was still  a third 

heart to be lost; down one for –100 and 12 IMPs to 

Geely Automobile. They led  by 105-77 after two 

sets. There were sixteen boards left to play. 

 

Geely Automobile also won the third set and were 

the 2014 Hong Kong Inter-city Open Team  

Champions, depeating Ping An by 159-117 IMPs in 

the final. 
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San Miguel "Happy Hour" Continuous Pairs Championship 
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  Team Name VP Rank 

51 Phoneix 88.56 1 

16 Poon 84.99 2 

38 Xiamen Xiashan 82.52 3 

42 Jilin Ding Yuan 82.14 4 

48 Guangzhou Pearl River 81.34 5 

12 Pertamina EP 78.90 6 

35 Ambassador 77.12 7 

4 Billy Fung 75.47 8 

5 Ping An Ladies 72.89 9 

25 Mickey Mouse 72.53 10 

7 Charlie Lee 71.31 11 

32 NORCO 70.15 12 

50 Choi 2 69.84 13 

34 Nonsense 68.51 14 

45 Dave Pang 68.05 15 

1 MAKATI CITY 67.95 16 

28 Manica PDP Team 67.90 17 

27 Helen Yeung 67.26 18 

20 Quezon City 65.71 19 

36 Sporting Alex 65.19 20 

2 
SKM Lam Woo Memorial Sec-
ondary 

64.20 21 

43 Tiny Times red 63.93 22 

47 York Kwan 62.50 23 

33 BLU 62.19 24 

44 Master Mind 60.97 25 

21 Green Tea 60.92 26 

Feishang Swiss Team Championship Result 

  Team Name VP Rank 

10 Kornhill 60.71 27 

49 Zia Wai 60.19 28 

29 HKES 59.70 29 

41 Tiny Times yellow 59.61 30 

18 Ghost of Red 58.29 31 

39 Sunny Mo 57.25 32 

52 H. NES 56.26 33 

46 Brandon Poon 55.56 34 

40 Kam Wing Kei 55.00 35 

37 Hong Kong - Australia 54.89 36 

31 T K Kong 52.75 37 

26 HPIK 51.48 38 

3 
HK Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants 

51.13 39 

23 Choi 50.82 40 

15 Lucky Charm 50.17 41 

30 Majority 48.51 42 

22 Team of Seven 47.34 43 

19 ZOLA 46.80 44 

17 Dicesan Boys' School 45.41 45 

8 Chella Ng Yiu Fai 42.32 46 

9 Tea Time 1 40.92 47 

11 Tea Time 2 38.91 48 

6 Philip Tam 38.09 49 

13 Lee 36.87 50 

24 HNES Killer 35.54 51 

14 PTBA Youth PDP 23.62 52 
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The Champion: 

Jenny To and K W Tam 
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The Champion: 

William Chan and S. S. Chan 
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The Champion: 

K F Mak and W K Lai 
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